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On January 1, 1897, the first film shown was Espectaculo Scientifc and followed by other four movies, namely, Un Homme Au Chapeau (Man with a Hat), Une scène de danse japonnaise (Scene from a Japanese Dance), Les Boxers (The Boxers), and La Place de L' Opéra (The Place L' Opéra), were shown via 60 mm Gaumont Chrono-photograph projector at the Salon de Pertiera at No.12 Escolta in Manila.

Overview. The Monday Night Wars largely sprang from a rivalry between WWF owner Vince McMahon and WCW owner Ted Turner, dating back to an incident in the 1980s known as Black Saturday, when McMahon acquired a monopoly on all nationally televised wrestling broadcasts by purchasing a stake in Georgia Championship Wrestling, whose flagship show aired on WTBS, Turner's own network.

Shia LaBeouf's natural talent and raw energy have secured his place as one of Hollywood's leading men. Most recently,
LaBeouf starred alongside Vanessa Kirby and Ellen Burstyn in Kornel Mundruczo’s Oscar® nominated Pieces of a Woman.
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A natural talent with a striking presence, emerging actress Abigail Cowen is making an undeniable mark with her enchanting performances across film and television. Cowen leads the cast of the Netflix young adult series, Fate: The Winx Saga (2021), a live-action re-imagining of the Nickelodeon
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Crude but popular Tijuana bibles were a pocket sized dose of filth. Image via Wikipedia. In 1935, the predecessor of the adult magazine, as we know it today, was launched with Men Only. Covering male issues from a male perspective the publication ran with a tagline of ‘We don’t want women readers. We won’t have women readers’.
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